HOW TO HIT THE RESET BUTTON
WHEN EMPLOYEES RETURN TO WORK
THE WORKPLACE
NEW NORMAL

THE COVID PANDEMIC HAS CHANGED THE WAY WE WORK.
NOW HOW DO WE RESET?

There are many design & product considerations that can be used when workers return to the office.

HOWEVER, THE ONE OVERRIDING ISSUE IS SOCIAL DISTANCING.

Let our CDS team explore the countless possibilities to keep your employees safe and healthy.

"COMING TOGETHER IS A START. Keeping together is progress. WORKING TOGETHER IS SUCCESS."
HENRY FORD
HERE’S HOW WE CAN HELP
CHANGES TO THINK ABOUT

1. Consider screen partitions or desk re-configurations.

2. Make a plan for all common areas and traffic patterns.

3. Check-out seating options to maintain enough personal space.

4. Learn cleanability methods to sanitize surface materials.

5. Explore architectural products that create clear boundaries.
Thank you!

...and stay safe